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LOVELY JEANETTE MACDONALD IN GREAT OUTDOOR MUSICAL "THE FIREFLY" OPENS SUNDAY AT

THE NEW MALCO FULTON

Fulton CountyNews
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LIGHT VOTE POLLED (RIPPLED CHILDREN'S
IN GENERAL ELECTION CLINK AT PADUCAH
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tEMAND FOR FARM
' LAND IS STILL KEEN

The usual tall clinic for crippled
• In all county races, Democrats
ten counties of western
were unopposed as follows: State children
The general trend of retail trade
Representative, II. L. Waterfield: Kentucky will be held by the Kenin the final days of October was not
changed materially from conditionr.
county judge, Claude L. Walker, tucky Crippled Children Commiscounty attorney, Wood Tipton; sion in the Methodist Church, 7th
that have prevailed throughout the
month, according to reports to the
county court clerk. C. N. Holland; and Broadway. Paducah, on WedDepartment of Commerce from 35
sheriff. 0. C. Henry; jailer, Will T. nesday, November 10. The clinic is
key cities, just received by its
Shariklin; tax commissioner, Kent free and is planned for the benefit
Hamby; justices District 1„ Homer of crippled children under the age'l
Leu isv I le District Office.
The
reports indicate that for the enure
Roberts; District 2. A. G. Campbell; of 18 years who live in the followmonth of October substantial gains
District 3. Rodney Jones; District ing counties: Fulton, Hickman, Mcwill be rgeistered
4, Dan Whitson; constable District Cracken, Carlisle. Calloway, Critcompared with
the same month last year, as was
1, no candidate; District 2„ Ernest tenden, Graves, Livingston and MarJohnson; District 3. D. B. Barbour; shall.
the case in September. Weather
The clinic is.for examination and
conditions continued to Le the
District 4, Joe Darnall.
dominant factor in buying. oilain
/test!Its in all of Fulton county's diagnosis only and has become a
semiannua
l
event
put a damper on shopping in some
condu
cted
by
the
precin
23
cts folhiws:
areas, while on the other hand crisp,
Attorney General: Meredith (D) state Crippled Children Commission
and sponscred by clubs, committees
cool weather resulted in definite
1,577; Hawkins Oil 184.
upturns in other sections. Whole-.
Amendment No. 19: Yes 88, No. 1,- and the hesIth departments in each
of the ten counties. In Paducah the
sale trade continued quiet, witli-L
795.
buying, for the most part, marke
Amendment No. 20: Yes 54, No 1, Charity League has been active in
d
co-operating with the Commission The Fulton Chamber of Commerce is one of the most active bodies of its kind in this sectio
by extreme caution.
487.
n.
Abov
e
is
pictured
the group is regular monthly session at the Lowe's Rainbow Room
Louisville reported that no re-. J. E. Fall is president of the orCounty Board of Education: Will in its plans for the clinic, assist the
Commission's workers at the clinic ganization and is one of Fulton's ablest civic leadets. Plans for the Christmas progr
cession in retail buying was appar
am
.1. Fields 479; R. E. Brasfield 652; 1'.
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_
and serve a lunch.
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F. Williamsion
Clubs
from 6 to 15 per cent above
commit
605:
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J. B.
Willi
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592'
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T 381.
chair
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tees serviand
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ng in the men
Record holiday trade
ten counties are
In the Hickman city election:
forecast. Wholesale volume conDemocrats, all unopposed: mayor. as follows: Fulton County, The Fulton Rotary Club and Dr. C. G. Baktinued strong, averaging 12 to
C. P. Mabry; councilmen, II. N.
IS
per cent over same period last year.
Cowell, Pies Fields. Ellis Dobson, er, director of the Health Dept;
-Employment* services reported
E. B. Prather, C A. Lattus, R. E. Hickman County, Mrs. Agnes GilleCoroner E A. Hammond held an . The Fulton city council met in
The fast-stepping South Fulton 914 placements in last week, 5.9 per
Stoker. Independent party, city spie, Clinton and the Health Dept;
Creason and inquest Wednesday morning in the; brief se;,sion at the court house girls doubled the score on the Troy cent under previous week.
judge, H. 13. Hubbard, 175; Citizens Graves County, W
death of Fred Likaker. 67-year-old, Monday night, with Mayor Paul
the
Rotar
y
State-wide labor conference for
Club,
Mayfield.
girls Friday night and continued to
party, city judge, D. L. McNeill 437.
Names of crippled children in farmer, who was found dead in a ' DeMyer and four members of the score to win their first
discussion of problems, called
(The latter race is complete.
tilt of the
for
barn on his farm near Cayce late body present. Councilmen E. N.
season 28 to II. Brooks, Bell, Scott, November 20 at Louisville.
Fulton city election. all Demo- need of examination arid treatment
Tuesd
after
noon.
Relat
ay
ives
said DeMyer and R. C. Peeples were Ray. Taylor and Terrel
45 WPA wrokers engaged
crats unopposed: Mayor, Paul De- are to be reported to the above
on 873.l started for
there was a young horse in the absent. Minutes and reports were
the Angels and turned in a fine 000 filtration plant construction at
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but
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be
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body
read
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and approved, and rountine first-game performanc
Newhouse,
Clarence
e. The Red'
Pickering,
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business matters discussed.
Shirt manufactory at New
Devils, however, finished their game
Kellie R. Lowe, H. H. Bugg, J N. ported to Paducah if they have no
AlHe is survived by a daughter,
Penalty date for delinquent tax- on the small end of a 16-12 score. bany, Ind., is calling operatives back
McNeilly; city judge, Lon Adams. other means of attending the clinic
Mrs. Turner Purcell. who with es was recent
on November 10.
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all unopposed: mayor. Harry Vance near West
They
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s.
police judge. E. J. Bennett; councilDec. 14—Palmersville. ,here.
Cloves Walker, colored, driver of stroy
any refuse from his store.
Continued demand resulting
men, Dr. C. E. Crume, David Gra- the truck,
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and said that the movement to tion at
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L
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the hospital Saturday. She
Clark 1 -m of 121 acres
S. or. Stokes died Thursday.
Oc- improve the appearance of the is reported
for $9.400.
doing nicely.
tober 28 at his home near
Fulton. city was a commendable one, and
Half interest in tobac
R. F. Scott is improving after
Funeral services were held
co warehouse
Satur- should be supported by all. The
a
recent automobile accident
day.. October 30 at Pleas
The C. Ray Bus Lines establishant Hill judge gave Kasnow the minimum
(Continued on Page 3)
shurch conducted by the
ed a terminal at Fulton this week
Mrs. Ed Cashon of near Duke
pastor, fine of SI but warned him that it
dom
Rev. Reerey. assisted by the
Rev. would be doubled on second of- remains about the same. Mrs. Cash- and will operate out of here to Mu:
on underwent a major
The campaign for a new $100,000 E. M Mathis. Burial followed in fense.
ray, Paris, Clarksville. Nashville.
operation
court house for Obion county to be Wesley cemetery in charge of
Bowling Green, Louisville and other
K. P. Dalton,. chief of police, ex- lasts Tuesday.
the
constructed at Union City, gained Hornbeak Funeral Co.
plained that the city is endevaorRicharl Creed of Hickman under points along the route. The terminus
- will be at
Mr. Stokes is survived
momentum following a conference
the Standard Oh Station
by his ing to bring about a cleaner and went a tonsillectomy at
the hospi- on Lake
between representatives of the widow, Mrs. Emma Wright Stoke better
street extension, opposite
appearance of the city by tal Sunday and was taken
s
to his the Orpheum
Union City Chamber of Commerce and one brother. D. J. Stoke
Theatre.
s of enforcing the ordinance against home Monday afternoon.
A coroner's jury
and U. S. Senator K. D. McKellar. south of town.
Wednesday repromiscuous scattering of refuse,
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Rainbow Room
on
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Mr. and Mrs:
llowerd of an. 'laughter Ann. spent Sund
extended
ay
the business men of
Louisville spent last week end in in Memphis.
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Fulton, the house pipets of Mr. and
bills' McBride of Paducah, formand obtain first
The young men of Fulton ars taking
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s
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CAYCE FARMER FOUND COUNCIL IN BRIEF
SOUTH FULTON SPLIT.)
DEAD IN HIS BARN SESSION THIS WEEK TWIN BILLW
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FULTON GETS NEW
BUS LINE TERMINAL

UNION CITY SEEKS NEW
$100,000 COURT HOUSE

DROWN MAN FOUND
IN HAMBY'S POND
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Oliver of Fulton, Bill Benedict and
•Mtil 1E REEL
James Moore of Clinton; Ralph
Black of Union City, Kenneth Grit!/
Strand Theatre
HALLOWEEN PARTY
Joe Brown Turner, 'hid Sanford.
Chestnut Glade boys and girls
Sundie, -Monday, Nov. 7-8--"100
A well planned Halloween party 0, W. Gibbe, Jack Hilliard, William visited Welch boys and girls Friday
Men
and a Girl" with Deanna DurPreston
Vinson,
and
Joe
Gibbs
welch.
was
It
was given Saturday night at the
night. October 29.
s
borne of Miss Bonnie Lou Leip son Burton, all of Martin.
opening game in their new gym. bin.
niesday and Wednesday. Nov. 9Norman-at when Misses Lew. MerBoth Chestnut Glade teams were
10—"Trouble At Midnight" with
coder Khourie and Catherine Homra SUNDAY SCHOOL CLASS
defeated.
entertained about twenty-five of
This Friday, November 5, Welsh Noah Berry Jr.
The Ruth Allen Sunday School
Thursday and Friday. Nov. 11-12
their friends. Each guest was dress- Class of the First Baptist Church girls and boys will play Stella Ruth
ed comicly in Halloween costumes enjoyed a well planned banquet boys and girls at Welch. Everyone —"Woman Rebels" with Katharine Hepburn.
and enjoyed carnival games and Tuesday night at the church Wile- ig invited.
dancing throughout the evening.
mem. An attendance of about fifty
Brundridge girls played Welch
With f ach purchase of a Philco"B.&C.” Battery
New Make Fulton Theatre
The hostesses served fruit, candy was had which included the fol- second team last Friday night at
and punch to the following .tuests: lowing visitors: W. C. Valentine Welch with the latter being defeatat our specially reduced price of $8.50, or thr••
Today and Saturday—Pat O'Brien'
Mistier Myrtle Binkley,
Wenna and wife, superintendent• pf the ed.
and Joan Blondell in "Back in Cu- ,
lie ui'1i-duly EtTready 11 Batteries.
Trances Price, Francine Dc Myer Baptist Sunday School; Guy Duley
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Jackson, Mr cubit ion."
Martha Meade Merryman.
Joy and wife, superintendent of the Se- and Mrs. Jimmy Jackson, Lewis
Sunday, Monday and Tuesday—.
Watts, Dorothy Swiggart, Dorothy nior Department: and Rev. and Mrs Armstrong, Edgar Stark.' and Ches- Jeanette MacDonald in 'The Fire1.1"/NT/•;/;
GE1' 101 R
Thompson, Mary Homra and Anita Woodrow Fuller,
ley Morrison of Dukedom left Sun- fly" with Allan Junes and Warren.
tio
:
111,:cEr
ut
Sue Fewitt: Messrs. George Boyd
The long tables were draped with day for a two weeks fishing trip on Williams.
Crofton, Stanley Jones and J. D. lovely white clothes and centered Bayou de Chien.
Wednesday and Thursday.—BarLyndell Work of Detroit is visit- bora Stanwyck and Herbert 51.11
with bouquets of gold chrysantherim E 2111
mums and other colorful autumn ing friends and relatives in Duke- shall in "Breakfast for Two."
1 00
flowers. The preaident of the class dom.
An accident occurred Saturday
Mrs Guy Roberson introduced each
Malco Orpheum Theatre
f the visitors who made brief talks night near Dukedom when two
Today and Saturday--2 features,'
.,fter being welcomed by Mrs. Rob- trucks ran together. The drivers Zane Grey's "Rollalong Cowboy"
,rtson. Mi.s. Robertson aLso an- were John Mar ion Cannon of King- with Smith Ballew plus Ralph ForWANTED
• ,,,unced that this day happened to ston and Pat Dawson of Latham. bes in "The Legion Of MISSing Men"
I WILL BE IN FULTON
rultim, It y.
t• the 28th wedding anniversary Neither were hurt seriously but the
225 Fourth Street
Sunday. Monday and Tuesday-2
Second Monday, Nor.8
f Mrs. R B. Allen for whom the trucks were damaged considerably. features, Warner Bros. Sensational
lass is named. Mrs. Allen was pre ,
hit '
,Alcatrez Island" plus Kermit
TO RUT good looking holland
ented a beautiful cake with the
Maynard
in "Whistling Bullets."
dogs. Bring your dog in awn
..vords ',nth anniversary" acr,.
Wednesday and Thursday— The
anti swap, trade or sell. Do
w top.
1..nes Family in "Hot Water."
not leave him at home I wilt
The following musical numbers
pay highest price passible.
were rendered: Solo, "Living for
—Remember the Oate—
Jesus." Mrs. J. 13. Manley accomAerial photos of all the fields aSecond Monday, November 8th
panied at the piano by Miss lvora
Cantrell and several duet selections farms in Fulton county have bet n
D. GR tH AM
hy Misses Ruth Knighton and Mau- received at the Farm Bureau office
in Hickman They were taken I:, •
-ine Ketcham
summer by specially equipped
Floyd Jones, Trenton, superinphotography army- planes fromm '
Et,,c
eight fo 13,000 to 22.000 feet, and . tendent of the Gibson County
We hare moved the Smokehouse from Lake
tric
Corporation.,
Membership
in. orwarded to Washington, D. C,
Street to the—
•A here they were reproduced and eluding Obion. Gibson and Dyer
counties.
anti
R.
M.
Vance
Jac*
of
ynlarged for the purpose of check-!
tig the farm( s' compliance with N,.n, commercial field represent.
tive of the Tennessee Valley Au?'
+'itt agricultural program.
Chas. W. Eley Paducah, field of- onty. addressed a group of
..,
•Icer for the ACP. was in Fulton
' ounty citizens, members of ti
( twin r Fourth Street and Lake Street Extension,
and othei s interest,
..ounty training the field supervis- proahun
rs of the county in their work of l'oesday afternoon at the courthoin,c
across the street front file Orpheum 7'heatrc.
collecting the • necessary data from n. Union City for additional rural
,rgners under the ACP. so that electrification line extension.
)mpliance checks cart be paid them.' Volt iteers were selected to go
into eery community in Obion
Man is a funny animal. He scorns county in this drive, which is the
l
survey to be made this year
he hangman who kills for pay and last
..n ins a foreign war to kill for fun, and for possibly two years in Obion
"The turning point in life," de- county.
dares A. G. Baldridge "is when you
BEST KENTUCKY TOALgUaranteed lo proquit saying you feel good when you
Another unusual thing in this
don't and begin saying you feel awduce desired heating results because of its
, country is to see an old rake who
ful when you don't."
quality.
still has all his teeth.
Burgess Waltmon says maybe el- -opposite Orpheum Theatre
At it.
•ierly people put candles on their
There are always two sides to
And our prices are always economical—in many
-irthday cakes to make light of every question that you are not
instances our price is lower than elsewhere.
'heir age.
particularly interested in
According to Leslie Weaks pc•••
b who take troubk• to think don't
•ave so much trouble to think of.
When a Fulton man gets home
!rorn work ad finds his wife read rig the auto•ads—he'd better go
!•ack to work.
TWO YARDS—Located in Kentucky and Tennessee
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RADIO BATTERY
CHARGE FREE!
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HOUND DOGS

Bennett Electric

AERIAL PHOTOS NOW
AT FARM BUREAU

111

I.

Removal
Notice

OBION COUNTY PUSHES
RURAL ELECTRIC PLAN

Order

•

FULTON HOTEL BUILDING

COAL

.**

WHiSKIES, GINS, WINES,
LIQUORS

Now;
•••

s.

SMOKEHOUSE

W.M.Hi11&Sons

SPECIAL VALUES
At A. C. BUTTS & SONS

-

FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
•WELL,
LE AGA /N THE MUSIC GOES
ROUND
D ROUND OUT AT PICKLE'S
AS PRICES TUMBLE DOWN!
io lh,q. rc
IRISH POTATOES. MO Ms,
CABBAGE.Fresh. Firm, PH) lbs 1.15. 10 lbs. 16c
ENGLISH PEAS, Fresh from garden. lb. The
ic
Fresh Betts, Onions. Radishes, nict hunch
5c
SPIN.1(11. Nice. Frtsh. pound
ArtichotTs. Mushrotans. Suitt Cider—Sure Fine
('ELERY • LETTUCE. Jumbo, The T1111 (Or 1.7c
9e
('A!MOTS. Nice and Fine. 2 bunches
15c
GRAPEFR1'IT. Florida .11w-fillet., 1 for
13c
GRAPES, Nice. Fr sit. 2 pourds for
16e
CR.INBERRIES, Nict. Fri sit. pound
CLEANSER. That Good Lighthouse. 3 boxes The
SUGAR.Godchaux. best. 100 Ms. 5.21 25 Ms S1.37
5c
KEG KRAUT. sure is lint pound
OLE
R AG AR!NE, 101( j Park, 2 pounds 26c
15c
PET MILK. 2 large or 1 small
box
Mc
pound
good,
pure, 2
COCO.1. f'ooderaf1,
26e
each
big
mouth.
I
1:fp. IR, Gallon Jug,
29c
Al PLES, Home Dried, extra nice , 3 lbs.
sli.
lb.
:.'9r
BACON..1rmours.
fey.
BREAKFAST
21
1 2e
lb.
1-6
lb.
11.1MS,Cello-turap,
at'.
11C.V1C
ROAST.shoulder cuts, nice lean, lb. 17'ze
BEEF ROAST. Armors branded beef, lb. 16c
21e
l'E AL CHOPS and STE Ali, pound
23c
PORK CHOPS .Nict team pound
17c
SAUSAGE, Purt. Pork, sure is good, lb.
STEAK.round 21c; Loin. T Hone fry. beef lb. 26c
Mc
EG-0-LA:1111. lb. 21c: Rib shld. cuts, lb.
19c
sALT SIDE, Streak Lean. fresh, lb.
Always When lou Want Better Groceries At
Better Prices Call Pickle's Grocery.

PICKLE'S GROCERY
Phones 226-227 Free Delivery R. State Line
PRICES GOOD FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

FULLR T 15c
APPLE BUTTER (),

Toilet Tissue

With Cloth
Free

PREPARED
QUART

10(

3 rolls 25c
4

r

s

e

1011MES c

WRITE CLEANSER'I"'13

""k

cori-EE, i Eggs Spedal, 3 lbs. for 37c
.
7*11111.•41
,r11.111,1a.

V1'.

29c
SAUSAGE 2( I." 15( BEANS ":1; ir
6 "1"'"Ein
tor

--

•

BISQUICK

GOLD MEDAL BRAND
.5sK ABOUT THE $3 SILVER SERVICE SET OFFER

POTATOES""' 10 LB'S. 11C

%at

33c

EGG NOOGLES"NE""

15(

•

firestone

Brick Chili

•

S T A • Li R CO
t And•
Ref. s the
in, lire .11
Wills ii,. rat•nl•d
Fit,' stone (.urn
pfnee•,
Stialp tot' A,

•

3

KEG KRAUT

1-lb. Brick Ch:di and
1-lb. box Crackers

FRESH
2 lbs. for

Peanut Butter

both for 31c

15c SHORTENING
In Bulk—..trumurs

"
15( GROUND BEEF
'"
PORK LIVER
VreStOne
Coo Rim,
Ti,. osi•I•niline 410•
is. taw COI. Orli
P•f•1. •1 1••••1 eo•I

iS• V•1•• lot Mr*,I'".
LAW.
maill•jr •00106141•, Imer
of•perb.
Re.4
jr

per

HOLMAN SERVICE STA.
Paschall St tlarttn llt way

•

MUSTARD

111/PI‘G

17
(

lb. 121c
'lb
FRKS"

1.5c

Salt Chunk Meat it:Sirng
A. C. BUTTS & SONS
E. STATE LINE

plioNE

ro"

FULTON, KY.

V.
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HEALTH DEPARTMENT
—
Charles G. Baker, M Li
Health Officer.
011111101111
Cancer is not a hopeless, incurable disease and Is net eutitairkitn
or in itself hereditary. There are
thousands of people in this country today who have been successfully treated for cancer
The great hope for cancer pa.
tients lls in having their treat
ment during the first stages of the
disease Ti.,. danger signs of cancer
are present, more often than not,
early enough to allow proper diagnusis and treatment, while there la
yet time for successful treatment.
If such danger signals are Ignored
until a later stage. treatment is
only helpful in prolonging life.
External Cancer—Cancer on the
outside of the body, which can be
seen or felt, oftens begins as a wart
lumr, mole, scab or sore. Cancer
may develop from an unhealed
wound or an irritated spot such as
may result from' wearing ill fitting
false teeth or repeated injury re.
410 suiting frem a sharp 4.r broken

Caticern involving the nine
such as the lips,
mouth, tongue and gential ingatc,
are very dangerous, since they
spread to other arras early. (dancers on the backs of titer hands and
legs are eapecially dangin ors foi
the name reason However, in near•
ly all these cancers early and pro.
per treatment results in a cure. All
black or gray nodes, warty growths
and ulcreated or scaly areas should
be removed since these often de
velop into cancer and are known as
"piecancerous leisions." In it's early
stage cancer is a local condition
which is cured by complete destruction of the abnormal tissue.
.111I

/111.ttlbrtiftt'S

IN THE WAKE OF FLOOD

SHOE REPAIRING
"Work Done the Factory Way"
•
Bring Your Shoe Repair Work to Us. We guarantee to satisfy
as we are satisfying hundrede of other regular patrons

Ilegt Equipped Shop In We ,t Kentucky

Acids and salves are dangerous
since they may destroy only a part
of the cancer and cause irritation
which may cause rapid spread of
the portion which was not destroy-

!
Give I's I 'Trial ).mill Crum Bari,

POTTER'S ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP

ed. By giving attention to abnormal conditions of the akin and mucous membranes nearly all external
ratICE.TS call
be prevented. When
they do develop early diagnosis and
treatment will result lti cures in a
large per cent id the cases
Intel nal Cancer—Cancer on the
inside of the body is more difficult

this bC.Cloe .. 4 1,,,..ted many times In refugee cents: s established by the Heil
Cress di' lea ler Ohl() blor.sissippl Valley flood. Inevitably floods bring the clangor
of 0s.,cc' as
sourcls become contaminated and large groups of pe,pie
are thrown torther. The medical health service of the Red Cross serves thou,
tends each year, and is maintained by membership funds contributed to the
organb:o...on at the time of as annual Roll Call from Armistice Day to Thanks.

shying.

o

ti diagn..sis and treat by virtue e.
its loration. However, many signs
and symptoms which are significant to the physician appear in tinie
to permit curative treatment. Unfortunately, people neglect these
important signs and do not have
medical exammatiens until the cancer has spread beyond hope of cure.
Such a late diagnosis is usually a
death sentence signed by the patient himself. as a result of
artce and carelessness The physician
all too often, meets the patient for
the first time when treatment can
be of hut little value, and cure has
lung since become impossible. Internal cancer does not usually pain
unti lit is far advanced. There is
no such thing as a "cancer age." It
is true that most cancers occur after the age of forty, but a is als,,
true that they appear at any age--'me ynies are present in children
• birth. Anyone who allows a suspicious condition to go untreated
because he has not yet "reached the
cancer age" is asking for sericite
trouble.
More women die of cancer that.
men because many of them dev•
cancers involving the gential
gans. Lumps in the breast may b.
.tia. to cancer or, if not, actuall
cancerous they may later becorn.
...ancerous. Any irritation of the
breasts (nippiest which does nor
heal with simple care must be regarded with suspicion. Bleeding
from the nipple is abnormal and
when present may be caused by
either tuberculosis, syphilhs or cancer. Increased or irregular menstrual
flow, or return of the flow after
change of life in women, or blood in
the urine of men are suspicious.
Old tears resulting from childbirth
Inch have not been properly cared
r may become chronically infect' and as a result of this irritation
:ricer may develop. Any curing..
bow.I liabit after the 14:e ,,f
-old be c.,ri ecteti. and rectal
...ding or pain .ind other symp-.:s of local irritation should rein a careful medical examinaon.
Much cancer can be prevented
and more of them cured when people will have a thorough medical
examination each year. The same
fact is true of many other dreaded
diseases Consult your familyphr
sician for any of the above symp
toms.
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PREPARE FOR
WINTER DRIVING

*OW
• STARTING

USE TORPEDO
High-Test (;asolinf
',It won't t% ear doe n your batters ok,
in ea.axing your motor
ail., a -cold" start—not viol*
TtiRl'EDO Iii4totest gasoline.
It •as es our moter, our pecketbook ..nd
itir temper.

SAVINGS WELCH ZERO OIL
rar OIL
LION Y

1"ou have to use a thinner oil in
the winter—and Welch is espec
laity manufactured for the pur
pose. It stands up under mile
after nide of winter driving -doesn't let alternate hot and cold
periods keep it front giving de
pendahle, complete protectillll
hearings. ts under walls and pis
tons- -keeps your motor always
reatb.

iS ":11 Keen In Country
Ih.mand For Farm Land
(Continued from Page 11

vs
'

IT'S TIME' TO FILL THE RADIATOR WITH
ANTI-FREEZE—Don't Wait About Doing This.
Delay May Prove Costly!

Illinois Oil Co.
Fourth Street

I c NXtA,iii

CM !led

1,y

Burk- Iv;

s..ld to Virgil Sanders other
halt t sner. for $10.000.
Ilielsman county. Ky., renllor e
ports sale of farm lands amountine
to $62,000.
130•acre farm of Byrne estate in
Union County Ky., auctioned for
$7,930.
161-acre W. P Wiseman farm in
Clark county, Ky boaght by Sheriff
lisle Fox for $93.23 per acre.
464.2 acres of land in Fayette

4W:1.; US FOR YOUR FUEL OIL
For Horne or Office Heating Purposes

IIKR)1

Fulton. KY.

f,t:rth .",ttrui

•

4

1

Plight of Jews ea Eitatein Europe leave Paris for 12-day tour of Reich.
is worse. sea* H. J Seligniann, buck
Fulton boys Hew find that one of
Otani trip of inveatigation
the greatest problems is what kind
Duke
. and Duchess of Windsor to of a butliday priatent to buy for a
sail for New York November 6, girl who doesn't smoke

county, Ky., sold 1•4 C. Saunders to
Clarence' Lohus & Sons Corpora-

S I MS. Agent

tion ft'. $100.000.

Fulton, Ky.

I

Initial allotment of $10.14.000 by
Government to help 103.213
farmers purchase land they' ti=tvale anntaineecl for Kentucky.

liecent school building construeto4n in Knox cuunty, in Kentucky
mountains. reported in following
costs: $55,000, $87,000, $64,000 and
$75.000.
New motion picture building construction completed at Springfield.
Ky.
$50,000 bridge over creek completed near Mauckport, Ind
Wingo, Ky., high school building
completed at $54.000 cost.
New $60,000 gymnasium cornpleted at Drakesboro, Ky.
Reconstruction of bank building
at St. Matthews, Ky., costs $12,000.
New dairy and ice cream plant to
start operations in Bowling Greto,
Ky.
Ice cream plant at Cynthian.,
Ky.. sold to Cincinnati concern.

LEMON CHIFFON PIE FUTURE
IN FAMOUS MOVING PICTURE
it' In die new cooking-sda3o/ moving picture, "The hi idir
Wakes Up", Letmxi Chiffon Pie makes a big hit. This (Jai,
cious pie will make a bit at your bowie, too. Dad will say its the
best pw he ever tasted. It is made with genuine Knox Sparkling
GeLuine-- the plain gelatine that blends with all of nature's
fruits and vegetables.
LEMON CHIFFON PIE
I0pee 9-ne. P1.,...,, eel/ I,, pateagel

envelope Knox Sparkling Gelatine
/
1
2cup letrion wire
I cup sugar
4 eggs
'a cup cold water
I teaspoonful grated lemon rind
V2 teaspuunful malt
Add one-half cup sugar,lemon Juice begins to thicken,fold in stiffly
and salt to beaten egg aolks and beaten egg whites to which the
cook user boding water until of other one-half cup stew has been
custard ounsistenca.Pourcoldwater added. Fill baked pie shell or grain bowl and sprinkle gelatine on hens tracker crust and dull. )ust
top of water. Add to hot custard before serving spread over per
and tut until dissolved. Add grated thin layer of whipped cram
lemon rind Civil Whop pitecive

KNOX

sretCi7

GELATINE

I II

r

a

On WItcorizziti*g.
ANTI-FREEZE.: Guaranwill
teed dependable
net evaporate freely
can be used for several
seasons. Per gallon_

$1.00
BATTERIES: 39 plate
offering sears of fault'
less service. Guaranteed
for 1? months. \ow only
$4.3a Exchanee
HEATERS and Deenaters: Tropie-Aire. Arvin
Its Dees and Chrysler
heaters. $9.95 to $26.50

(Installed)

11-ini(r drii lug Cur: ac (3,-pensF,4•—
dew/
s--erarked radiators
and cylinder heads— dangerous
skids and altar mishap:: ears hap41/G11 if your ear ha::n't heen
fl
che !.-ed for cold weather driving!
Save double loday—sare on future
ex nst s and on present expense hp
haring I. II, Read Motor Co. get
your car ready for winter. You'll
find our guaranteed serricc
supplies are the economical way to
safe. enjoyable winter driring.

GET YOUR CAR READY FOR
THE SAFE ECONOMICAL

WINTER
WAY

I. H. Read Motor Co.

4111./.1,1.1111001•110.41001.0.•••••,,w,

.. 11,...".111,,,111
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MRS HALEY AND MISS
COLE HOSTESSES TO PARTY

SHE THRILLS 1.01' AG.I/N
Sunday - ,Wonday,.Nor. - 8

Deanna Durbin
, The Girl 1%h, Nt,

II.

l'h( hit r'

t!

threr,

t

ihirk

I 1t I,

awl

"IOC Wien

r

A

Leopold Stokowski, Adolphe II a ;4-a.
Mischa .1 uer
Exlra—Cu;ienw
tete. - Wed., .\(i• 9 - fri

'TROUBLE AT
MIDNIGHT'
Noah Berry, Jr.
Catherine Hughes
—Also—

"Barbecue"('antedy

and .Ve

Wti

N

Thur.:.

ILL!

'WOMAN REELS'
Katherine Ile paura
Herbert Marshall
—
"Grandma's Boys"
(.ennedy

Strand !lea

and eIrs. Nettle. Miss Neale atMRS. MEACHAM HOSTESS
eeNliik MUSIC (lent
tended the Shep Fields dance in
CLUB
OON
AFTERN
TO
The Junior Music Club met in
Charleston Monday night and reMrs. Hunter Whitesell was the
the
to her home on Norman-st
turned
Miss i monthly meeting Wednesday at
Mrs, Charles Hale); and
MeaSarah
meeting was only visitor when Mrs.
The
Club.
Woman's
!
morning.
hostesses
Tuesday
joint
v.:ere
Dorothy Cole
was hostess to her weekly
over by the president El- cham
-at
n
to a Hallowe'en party Saturday preaided
afternoo
'theday
Mrs, Glynn Bus- bridge clue
Purcell,
Jane
len
TS HERE
STUDEN
Haley,
MURRAY
Mrs.
of
home
the
night at
on West State Line.
the meeting with 17 her he
THE WEEK END
SPEND
TO
, entertaining twenty-one employes hart directed
It
Mrs.
by
held
High score was
present. Two new mienMary Homra, Idelle Batts, Carof the Southern Bell Telephone members
the proand Anna S Williams at the end eel
Bowles
Jean
Bettie
bets,
re.
lene
Caldwell„ John Lloyd Jones
Company,
who
games
gressive contract
Frances Graham were added to the
and Ellsworth Crawford, all stuGames of bingo were enjoyed
ceived an attractive prize
roll.
Teachers Coland clever contests vsere held. DurDelightful refreshments w ere ser- dents of Murray State
turned
then
was
week end
program
last
spent
The
Murray,
in
kee
fruit,
mg the evening delicious
ved by Mrs. Meacham late in the
Edeards, leader
in Fulton.
friends
and
tie
parents
%.
cendies. and pop-corn were served ,11711 1* to Ida Lucille
n
afternoo
all Ill --to the following guests Mr. line for the afternoon She' gave'
MUSIC
French
on
paper
tel
spent two days
Jones
L.
J.
S
lir
Mrs. Homer weson, Mr .ele Mrs
RETURN
N
HUFFMA
MRS.
erge .1,1,1 then presented the following TO HER HOME HERE
'his week in Columbus, Miss.
Noble Morse, Mr and an
el ea, erogi /1111.
'Dirtier end son, Gee,
mr ;4,141 Mrs ifereert Stroup, of
Mrs. Ernest Huffman has returnend
•
Si,
l/t. by (31iick, Betty Lou Mcand
Forrest !fiddle
home on Second-st after Detroit, annumice the marriage of
her
to
ed
Ininee Ilengrause by liuVal
Herold. Mrs Alma Lowe, Mi
spending three weeks with her niece their daughter, Ophra Juanita to
Duley; Aii Wien (In
P
Ellen
;
Beulah
Mise
Halley.
mond
in Calif:wide. Mr. George Mullins, Detroit. forrnEllen Miss Dorothy. Hine,
till Vienniii, ley Goilowsky,
iss Irene Beaver. Miss Lou' 1
ly
Wing°, elm is well known
Belem returning to Fulton she acewe. Purcell
Wilsoii Billy Haley. Charles Hal,
companied Miss Hurt tee her home ice Fulten.
arel Cure- Sager of Mayfield. Ky.
The Ineteas, Rachel Hunter Bald- in Brighton, Tenn
Mr. Mullins, son a Mr. and !qrs.
ridge and Ellen Jane Purcell took
J E Mullins of Wing°, is a 1931
the members t othe drug store for ATTEND DANCE
TELEPHONE EMPLOYEES
graduate of the Meg() high schoel
delicious refreshments
ENJOY BANQUET FRIDAY
and later attended Murray State
IN CHARLESTON
eft Fulton Tv:tellers Cellege. Ile has been in
Miss Lucille Miele
At ti 31) o'clock Friday evening
Sunday morning for Cherie:sem, Detrint for the past two years where
eighteen employees of the Southern PHARIS .1E1TON
Nnaere peens, daughter of !Mo. where she spent a few day,
' lie has leen eniployed Icy the Briggs
Bell Tell phene Cotneee%
Nellie'. alanufacturing Co
Phans of tie at veth her brother, Shale
well planned himemet at tee Ilion mi. and MI
bow Room
Felton, became the hride ot Wilford
The loom was beautifully derce.. 31111 111 Sell of lalr and Mr. Cennie frimie
rated with weches, blaek cats, and Jetion of Sedalia last Wednesday
ether iittrective lialloee'en novel- atteinoon, October 27 at Om Methties The tables were centered ediat parsonage in Calvert City '
with Nevis if colored chreea nt he 'I'.1. ceremeny was read by the Rev
ith yellow tape-es burning J. D. Wilford, uncle of the groom
eunns
in yellow holders. Damtv hlallo'rice' only attendants were Miss
we'en place ear es marked the plates' Alberta Bard Lind Milton Lee Sims
of the eighteen guests
of Sedalia. The bride were rust
Those present were Mr and Mrs crepe with brown accessories and
- Kentucky's Finest Thertre --Hit After it"
F 11 Riddle and sons. Alton and Miss Bard wore black.
Motse,
T
N
Mrs
and
Mr
Harold.
Mrs. Jetton is a graduate of the
Mr and Mrs. J W Turner, Mr and Beeler ton high scheee and attended
Mrs Hefner Wilson, Mr and Mrs Murray State Teachers College
I.
Charles
Raymond Halley.
Mr and Mrs. Jetton are mak:
I Haley, Miss Beulah Palmer. Harry th eir home in Detroit. Mich.
Lilte
Brady.
e
-MULLINS
Miss
'TROVP
Mrs. Alma
/Listings and Miss Donehy Cole.
The THRILLS of "11 IRKED 1111.11.1.‘
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NEW MALCO
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°TODAY AND SATURDAY

MISS FORD HOSTESS
THURSDAY NIGHT CLUB
To cLuil TuEsEDAY
WITH MISS ROGERS
delightfully en
Evtlyn Fe
Miss Eunice Rogers was hostess
,
toe:led For bridge club TuesdaN. •
„ma 4ii la•r bridge club Thursday night ieeht at her home in Union C
, at her home on Central-ev. The
usual two table:. of pee
usual thee• tables of players were weie present which included tee 7
present which included eleven .,:etects, Mrs. Charles Reynolds and
dub members :led dine visitor, Mrs Bill Morehead of Union City..
Miss Monette Jones
At the cenclusion of the- games
1 •At the conclusion of the games high score for the club members'
ef bridge high score among the was held by Miss Sara Butt who reclub members was held by Miss ceived lovely hose. Mrs. Morehead
.
by
the
e • ;.; d
MISS D.AVI5 HONORED
received
The only out-of-town guest was Ruby V. Yarbro who
presented handkerchiefs as:
WITH MAYFIELD PARTY
Rogers ; was
Eula
Mee
prize.
as
towels
,
.
.
of
Mrs. Rert Sanger
Hickman
score prize for the visitors.
high
parof the pre-nuptial
held low score and was presented
,
The hostess served a salad course I
s, sister tel (he honoree,
Davia towel and Miss Jones received
ties arliNS.g "Miss Elva
month,
vases as guest priae.
who will be married this
AINS
in TERRY-NORMAN
delicious MflS WEAKS ENTERT
The hostess served
was one given Friday night
EEN
PARTY
HALLOW
NIGHT
Y
TUESDA
CLUB
and
sandwiches and cerepe. Miss Tom Mayfield by Mrs. Joe Burnett
The Parent-Teachers Association
the
Tuesday meet at her home or
mie Nell Gates %ell: entertain this
Miss Nell Lacy Burnett at
if the Terry-Norman school enter.'
Friday night at her home on Tend st. Mn. Leles Weaks delight
club
home of the latter. The home was
rained students of the school with
fully entertained her bridge clue
Cantral-av.
beautifully decorated with rose,,
a
and successful:
well-planned
colorother
hen Mrs. M. NV Hawes was the
chrysanthemums and
Halloween party Friday night at
ely
attractiv
visitor. At the end of th,•
flowers
only
ful autumn
The ceremony was solemniaed at
eit' school building. The building
the high score prize was
games
arra.nged.
Ohio.
,
and Napoleon
ena attractively decorated
to Mrs. Georre
a
presented
in
lovely
Miss Lillian Leigh of Union Coy
The honoree ..va
einea. apple bobbing and other
'
Burnet,
Miss
Felten
t.
in
week
vele,
this
black
spending
is
of
gown
i;4,mes were enjoyed.
in
Burnett
in blue !ace and Mrs.
NI.ss Mary Iti:111.erine Bondurant
black satin.
and Mrs Robert Burrow were in
IIMMOINEMIMPrzwriemmary
Six tables of guests were pres- charge of the pantermme which
proof
games
enjoyed
who
ent
was given with the following charNote Last Times
MALCIES
gressive contract. throuenout the aeters: Pumpkins. Barbara Colley,
Saturday
of the
evening. At the conclus,
Barbara Homra, Ruth Jean and
by
eold
was
games high score
Continuous from 10 A. M.
Mary Jean Bondurant: Ghosts.
Saturday
Mrs. Harry Bushart. low score by Mary Alice Dunning, Patsy ThactE"
-BARGAIN TilE.Vri
Miss Florence Martin Bradford ker, Barbara Roberts and Betty
2 Hits
and Mrs. Uel Killebrew cut con- JJean Rawls; Witches,
Donna
Continuous from I P. M.
were
prizes
e
Attractiv
solation.
Sundays
Zane Grey's
McCollum, Carol
French, Joan
received by each. The honoree was Terry and Martha Gholson: Cat,
.
SI ADA)
•
"Rollalong Cowboy"
presented a lovely floral print in Glenn Reberts: Owl, David AnTLMES TUESDAY
LAST
pastel shades.
Plus
drews; Bats, Barbara Askew, Read
After the crimes the hostesses, Holland and Whayne Norman
LE
DOUB
RIG
of Missing
n
"Legio
Burnett.
assisted by 111-sy H
Lynn Bynum and Tommy V
course.
RE:
Men"
salad
ATI'
FE
e
delectabl
served a
t:ne gave poems at t!'.•
The plate of the honoree was amid end of the play.
111111511111111MINIIIIIIIIM
Feautre No. 1
marked with a minature bride and
Musical selections 1% , •
Era-yeti! Melds Public Enemy ... For Keeps!
groom.
ed by LaNelle Bugg.
were present 7
The fonciwing
French. and Carol Terry
Erery Minute Holds A Neu. Thrill ... For You?
Mesdames Harry Bushart. T.Tel
n freahmen:
Delightful
Robert H
Killel•rew. .T.
served.
Johnson
Binford. J. E Fall, Ward
Joe Hall. Ward Bushart. Clyne (AVENSBORO GUEST
Bushart. Maxwell McDade, Liv- AT RIDDLE HOME
ingston Read. Bill Browning, RobAlton Riddle. who is attending
ert Sanger. Lynn Phipps, Guy
Murray State Teachers College,
WarGo-elder.
Richard
Jr.
Hale
will spend this week end with his
wick Hale. Misses Bradford. Mayparents, Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Riddle,
me Benntt, Mary Swann Bushart,
their home on Walnut street. He
at
honoree.
Mary Hill and the
will be accompanied by his cousin,
Miss Marguerite Riddle, of OwensMISS DAVIS HONORED
boro. Ky., also attending Murray
WITH PARTY SATURDAY
College. who will be his house
of
Miss Elva Davis, bride-elect
euest.
Another hot-from-the-headlines drama from
compliagain
was
Jr.,
Fall,
Ernest
SaturWARNER BROS.
mented with a bridge party
IN ST. LOUIS
LawMrs
by
given
n
afternoo
day
HOSPITAL
Feature No, 2
Brownrence Holland and Mrs. Bill
Sams, wife of the
Lewis
Mrs.
Browning
JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD'S
ing at the home of Mrs.
brother of Herman Sams, this city,
on Third street.
who resides in Bardwell. Ky., un"WHISTLING PULLETS" with Kermit
About thirty friends of hte hon- derwent a major operation in a St.
Maynard
contract
oree played progressive
hospital a few clays ago. Her
Louis
The rooms wore
smsommesemerrecomscstak
at six tables.
rendition is reported quite critical.
healthfully decorated with v•ined
WED.\ L.s1) 11 last times THURSDAY!
autumn
colored fall flowers and
PADUCAH VISITORS
AMERICA'S FAVORITE FAMILY IN THEIR MOST
leaves.
Mr. and Mrs. Groper Moffitt
high
PROAROUSIV HUMAN HIT'
games
the
of
enci
At the
by Paducah, Ky., spent Sunday ire
held
was
n
afternoo
score for the
received :cm, the dinner guest of the
Mrs Hendon Wright who
enn- er's sister, Mrs. J. G. Parish, and
cut
lovely hose. Mrs Joe Hell
beauti- Mr Parish at their h, nee on Carr
notation and the prize was a
re- street. They returned to Fulton
Davis
Mes
ful potted plant
and
broom Wedneeday, that being Mr
ceived an imported hearth
ary.
annivers
silver
Parish's
Mrs
naiad
a
-Late in the afternoon
4

Sp
beef;
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10c TO ALL
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7'he PI'N(71 of "KID GALL.III II)"

S.

Personas

ORPHEUM

4

11.
as.

1 ''"' TUESDAY
SUNDAY'"
THE CITY'S GREATEST
SCREEN EVENT
.6
the
Metre -Goldwyn -Mayer presents its greatest production in
realm of romance. thrills. music!

THE JONES
FAMILY

isorm,

1,14.11.1160.*

In

.

a

FIRST GIANT OUTDOOR Ml.SICAL!

Jeanette MacDonald

LCATRAZ "The FIREFLY"
ISLAND
"110T
WATER"

RIM

.4

IN

4

Sf

wmi—
ALLAN JONES
WARREN WILLIAM

WEDNESDAY LAST TLVES THURSDAY
Another hit shoe from the same company that gave You
"Stage Door!"

-4
'

Barbara Stanwyck
Herbert Marshall
V.

"BREAKFASINT for TWO"
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"THE NEWS" WEEKLY
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put on face powder all over the
it had a faint glow of health. Then
face and apply a darker shade of
rouge to the cheeks just as you
would when applying your usual
makeup.

WEEK'S BEST RECIPS:
A STYLE HINT:
Spiced Beef Stew--2 pounds lean
A liberal use of suede appears
beef; 8 small onions; 8 small pota- is autumn style collections. Suede
toes; 4 carrots; 3 slices bacon; 2 Is used to trim or make entire hats.
tbalespoons whole mixed spices. It trims many of the smartly tailorCrisp the bacon in the bottom of a ed frocks and forms entire jackets
stewing pan and sear the beef in that are combined with woolen
the fat When beef is richly brown- skirts for sports.
ed add 2 quarts hot water, salt to
HOUSEHOLI• HINTS:
taste, add the spices tied in a bag.
If a bureau drawer sticks do not
Cook 15 minutes. then remove the
I rub it with oil as oil tends to make
apices. Cook another hour then add
it worse but rub the bottom of the
the vegetables and continue cookdrawer and the runway with a
ing until all the ingredients are tencake of dry soap—Discoloration
der Thicken the gravy with a little
caused by food or water containing
flour moistened with cold water.
iron is easily removed from alumiA BEAUTY HINT:
num utensils by rubbing briskly
It's no longer smart to look ob- with steel wool and soap. Rinse and
viously painted. The idea is to put dry thoroughly.
a very faint hint of light of medium
KITCHEN KINKS
or eneim rouge over the entire face
Maple syrup mixed with powdergo, so that the skin will luko us though ed oigar to which a little butter or

ti

cream is added makes a delicious
Cottage or cream
cake frosting
cheese moistened with orange juice
makes a dlelcious filling for peach
A spicy relish
or pear salads
served with the usual boiled dinner
adds the right flavor.
THE FAMILY DOCTOR;
Pressure on the upper hp at the
outer edge of each nostril will often stop nosebleed, or a piece of ice
rolled in cutton or cotton soaked in
ice water may be inserted in nostril
applying steady pressure from outside. Place feet in mustrad bath,
drawing blood away from the head.
Do not allow the nose to he blown

PREPARE FOR

WINTER DR WING!
With the approach of cooler weather, and

winter just

ahead, it is tine to turn your thoughts to getting your ear in
perfect running condition. This means to have your car check-

ii

ed and tuned in time for winter driving—to have a strong dependable battery that you know will turn over stiff, stubborn
motor.

.r.

sAVE DOUBLE NOW—Save on future expenses and on
present expense by having BRADY BROS. get your car ready
for the had weather ahead. You'll find Brady Bros. guaranteed
services and supplies are the economical way to safe, enjoyable
winter driving.
MOTORS
TORS

OVERHAULED,

ADJUSTED—IGNITION

BRAKES

RELINED

AND

TUNED UP—CARBUICASYSTEMS

TONED

ADJUSTED— BEAR

UP—

WHEEL

ALIGNMENT FOR GREATER SAFETY AND ECONOMY.

Brady Bros. Garage
FULTON, KY.

WEST STATE LINE

NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY

ROUTE THREE
--A large crowd gathered at the
Williams school Friday night for
the Halloween party. Mrs. Willie
Clifton of •Digtroit won the bed
spread.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Wrgita and
family were among those
who
gathered at the home of Mrs.
Wright's mother, Mrs. Elliott, on
Sunday with a surprise birthday
dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon and
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams and
daughter, Betty Jo, visited
Mr.
and Mrs. Alvie Yates Saturday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Dockrie Webb
visited Mr. and Mrs. Harbert Cannon Sunday.
Mrs. Claud McNeill and daughter Sue visited Mr. and Mrs. Everott Williams Sunday.
Mrs. Maud Cannon spent Sunday oith Mrs. Grace Yates.
Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Collier
,..ited Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wilrn: Sunday afternoon.
Jane Meacham spent Monday
1:11t
mu Mary Beth CantIMI.

SILO SIMPKINS SAYS

motion may be made from the sec. merits in the sum of $11,874.70 Oa
group to the first group at any October 1 the Michigan Communaute
time that progress of the players had a balance of $37,011.411 on hand.
inevits it. The squad is looking for- The total funds available in the fiward to their first official game of nal quarter of this year will be
the season which will be played in 385.907.83.
Shiloh,
This brings to date grants In the
our auditorium against
Wednesday night, Nov. 14. A prat- Kentucky Commission of $1111011.tler game will be played against 31. Under the Social Security Art
Friday the Federal Government pays tea
Sassafras Ridge school,
administrative expenses of unmet
night, Nov 19 in our auditorium.
The seventh and eighth grades ployment compensation plans now
enjoyed a treasure hunt Friday id in operation in every State arid ter
terrioun. They had been studying , !Wiry in the Union.
"Treasure Island" and Mrs Myra
Belle Bondurant, their home room
Incomes of million dollen" or
teacher, planned the pirate party more increased in forty-one In
for then. Dorothy Fuller received
1935, report by Treasury shows
the prize for the best pirate costume. After being guided by a
pirate flag of skull and cross banes,
they found the treasure buried in
woods
from common colds
ond

Make the land rich and it In
turn will enrich its owner.
Farms, like other businesses,
must be operated full time if they
are to be prfoitable.
Robinson CI3•110, had his man
"Friday." The farmer has his man
too—his County Agent.
If the poultry house is not warm,
dry and free froni drafts you need
riot worry over the Ion of gathering
eggs during the winter months.
Indications are that prices for
well-finished cattle and lambs are
likely to continue near present levels for the next few months
Properly built terrace's can be
plowed and planted over as though
they did not exist. A few furrows
with an ordinary plow will open
them up again.
3,225 Tennessee wool growers
sold 543,451 pounds of wool in 1937 SOCIAL SECI'RITY BOARD
No matter hem many med dries you
GRANTS; KENTUCKY !Mee
for $213,425.81. This represents I
have tried for your cough, cheatcold.ne
the greatest cooperative sale of wool
bronchial irritauon. you can get retiel
The Social Security Board has' now with creomuleIon. Serious trouble
during any season in 19 years of
afford
authorised a grant of $58,898 17 to may be brewing and you cannot
wool pools held in Tennessee.
i to take a chance v•Ith any remedy less
to
the
on
Kentucky
carry
work of , potent than Creenoubtion, which goes
The solution of farm problems
compensation I light to the seat of the trouble and aids
through scientific research, carried its unemployment
DatUre to soothe and heal the inflamed
on by Agricultural Experiments Ste. commiesion during the final quarter I mucous membranes and to loosen and
the germ-laden phlegm.
Lions, is now recognized as the of 1937. This announcement was expel
Even If other remedies have fatted.
most important single approach to made today by Benet. -t Crowell, don't be discouraged, try Crcomulaion.
the develpornent of stabilized and Regional Director of the Social Se- Your druggist is auth,erized to refund
curity Board in Kentucky, Ohio, and your money if you are not thomughty
successful agriculture.
satisfied with the benenta obtained
from the very first bottle. Creomulsion Is
Soil is one of the most precious' Michigan.
The Arent which has been certi- one word—not two,and it has no hyphen
gift which nature bestows on man.
In it Ask for it plainly, see that the
It is the basis of all wealth, yet we fied at the Federal Treasury repre- name on the bottle Is CreomuLsion, and
product and the
the people of this country, have sented the budget sought by the you'll get the venuino
relief you wanL (Adv.)
used our soil resources with a negli- Kentucy Commission less adjustgence and prodigality perhaps unequalled in the history of man.

Beware Coughs

That Hangun

CAYCE HIGH SCHOOL

By SUE BRANSFORD
The basketball squad was called
report for practice Monday. Noe
Ladd
•
‘•;:11.111iiity ii
il squad wa. divided into tV
I Te
with
aney
and Mr.:. Juston Nn
o
a senior group and a junio,
:irups,
is i ted Mr and MN. Mack
and
Ladd
arid Siv•dav night. "inuP.
The m'illur
group
scheduled to meet for practice each
L A. Rowland spent the day
day between 11:15 and 12:30. It k
a de
Clark and Ot-composed of the following mere
tint. Williams.
hers: A. J. Lowe, Jr., Rober .
Mr. and Mrs
W
King:atm
Adams. Billie Campbell, James Ii
c !sited Mr. and Mrs. McAlister in
Owens Howard Purcell. Edwii
Water Valley Saturday night.
Mayfield, Harold McClellan, Elm
Mi
artiln
Cannon i.asited Mrs.
Fields, Robert Asbell, James C
Aline Williams Monday afternoon.
Menuse, James Smith. Jack Maup
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Cannon and
in, Harold L. Bloodworth and Her
family went to the bottoms Sunbert Griffith. From this group the
day hickorynut hunting.
first and second team will be selec!.
ed.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
The junior group is composed
SUNDAY. NOVEMBER 7 individuals with basket ball abilit
but with no experience, from
-.11ant and Fallen Man- is the grades. seven, eight and nine. Pro
sal., wet of the
Le.'son-Sermon
will be read in Churches of
C.
Scientist. throughout the
:1 Sunday, N,wernher 7.
Among the citations which comprise time Lesson-Seeman is the
following from the Bible: "And the
Lord God caused a det- p sleep to
fall upon Adam. and he slept."
(Genesis 2).
This includes Christian Science
Society, Fulton, which holds reglar services Sunday at 11 A. M.
and testimonial meeting Wednesday at 7:30 P. M. Reading room at
211 Carr-st, open Wednesday and
Saturday from 2 to 4 p. m. The
public is cordially invited.

AT WILL BE.4RD'S BAR.V, FULTON, A
Beginning at 1:00 P. M. Sharp
SATURD.1V, NOVEMBER 6th

)

33.—HEAD HORSES AND MARES-35
Consisting of some extra good mares with colts at side.
35 Yearlings and 2-ear-Old Fillies, and as good as we have
ever owned.
Horses are at Barn now. Come and look them over. My
men will lie there to either sell or trade for mules until day of
sale. These are a good, clean hunch of young horses and mules
and will be sold regardless of cost.
Every horse guaranteed to he as reprvented. Alm, two geed
416
pair of mufis.

HARRY C.KEARNEY,

u0

BEAKD, Assistant Manager

',oves His Family
EVERY '..tAikt
Li invited to enter this

$ 40,000

•

A

C. I. 0. no longer a part of the
A. F. of L., Lewis declares on the
iv' • f .A!lantic convention.

•

PRIZE CONTEST

•
0.(AIM 11-10SE
NERVES,
E3E SWEET SERENE.'

he*

*DON'T DELAY—Get
. at
told., with' •rtry bionic rode,
OUT '0CC slr.. No cost. No oblis.ltoon 0%<”, t .-ks . you you&
AC1 NOW!

4

PREPARE FOR WINTER!

Stoves& Heaters
OUR selection includes stoves and heaters that are remarkable in
their loss fuel cost efficiency. They take up little room and are
attractively built. See them today! These heaters pour oat even,
healthful tt armth to take the chill from home or office. Dependable and durable. The stoves are efficient and attractive. Burn
wood and coal economically. Will last for years. See our Estate
Ileatrola.

•

• ••••••••••1

$7.50 and

Up
$2.75 and Up
$30.00 and Up

COAL STOVES
WOOD HEATERS
CIRCULATORS

KENTUCKY HARDWARE & IMPLEMENT CO.
incorporated

WALNUT STREET

FULTON,KY. II

Can yeai afford to be
NERVOUS?
Pert-Ape 70 ti could acrd
those attacks ot Nerves if you
were the only one affected.
Tense nerves make you • nutsentss to everyone with whore
you come in contact No on.
likes you when you are Jumpy.
irritable and nervous

E
IIERYIN

we, than

ki DR.MILES'

DR. MILLS NYRVINE has
beet reecorelred Si effective for
60 veers by stutterers
tr.trn Sleeptewnwait Nerteas Irrttabt1111. Nervous' isseeteetss,
Ner•ous Indtgeation, Travel
Sickness.
PR MTI1; NERVTNT is now
available tri the cuisine: livid
form and efferveiscent tablet
fornt You an girt it at env
0(1
drog store in 35 cent and
kP
IN

you like to win a $12,000 New
American Home planned to fit your needs—
equipped with electrical sealants that reduce
housework to a minimum'?
Wouldn't you like to win $200 worth of electrical
appliances that lighten housework and save your
strength—a dish-washer. range, clothes washer. iroser.
refrigerator or a combination ot s.naiier appliances.
whose retail prices total not more Clan $200?
All you have to do is write It-.0 words on set,
the electrical way of living appeals to you.
That should be easy to every man and wows*
who knows the fun of letting electricity do the woek
—to everybody who knows the ease and comfort that
electrical serl ants brine into the home, the gland
sense of freedom they give.
You have every chance to win 1st or 2nd prize—
or one of the It) valuable weekly awards.
All you need, to enter this contest, is a copy of
the FREE folder, "Invitation to Participate." It gives
facts. It tells the story. It contains the official entry
blank on which you write your letter.
And it places you under no obligation. The local
office of our company has this folder ready and waiting. Call, write, or phone for your c u'-r. Tbil
$40,000 PRIZE CONTEST is open to all. detv,arted
today.
Your electrical servant

W

your

ouLDN.T

REDDY K I WV'

n

LRAM
)
TIaET FORM

ABE THOMPSON, Manager

•
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The Fulton County News
J. Paid Burkhart, tUga. Editor
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FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FuLToN, KENTUCKY
Dv PERCY CROSBY
It Makes All tho DIfferenc,o In tho World.
is.•••••••
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let S A twaYS

WHEN A <AIM
PRETTY TTH
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PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
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Mastered as wood class matter June
11033, at the post offeas at Fulton
Li.. under the act of March 3, 1879.
OSITlIARIES. Cards of Thanks,
Elusinsas Notices and Political Cards
charged at the raw specified by
advertising department.
Subscription rates radius of 30
miles ot Fulton $1.00 a year Elsewhere $1.110 • year.
MEP THIS IN MIND
Every newspaper in the seuntry
feelm it a:o,la ic remiss in its duty
II) its mutters if it neglected along
about this tinie• each year to sound
a wattling agaiest that deadly enemy sir the motoring world—car—
ban nionoxide gee. The warning is
now timely, even though it may be
mulled in words with which Fulton rionerlsts are familiar.
To those ignorant of the deadly
Reenact% it may be said that carbon
monoxide is nothing more than the
exhaust from an auto enga"e. In
summer, when temperatures are
high, the gas passed into the air
unnoticed and with damaging effeet During full and winter months
bowee:er, when temperatures are
low, the gas hangs in the air sO'd its
fumes, breathed into the lungs, has
a deadly effect. If your engine is
running out in the open air, then
there is no material danger. But af
you start your motor an a closed
garage, or permit at to run in a garage whose windows and doors are
closed then your chance of escaping death is reduced to a mighty
narrow margin.
Carbon monoxide is the most
deadly of all known gases and the
annual toll of death directly due to
it an this country runs into the
thousands every year. But one positive and absolute protection from it
giants. Never start your motor during the fall or winter in a closed
garage. Be sure the doors or winare open before you step on
the starter, and then do not permit
the motor to continue running indoors any longer than necessary.
Sack the car into the open. You are
taking your late in your hands when
you &M o. an other course.
A BLOW AT WAR
When officials of over 300 big insurance companies gathered in
Londan recently and resolved that
henceforth no losses will 'or paid on
property damaged through war, uprisings and revolutions, it was the
hardest blow ever struck at war.
They assert that if big business realizes it is not going to have its properties and munitions stocks and war
supplies protected, then there isn't
going to be enough profit in war
to warrant the gamble. And that is
the way a lot of citizens around
Fulton have long felt about it. Take
the profits out of war and the
chance of starting one will be greatly lessened. When war begins to
flatten instead of fatten pocketbooks '
there will be a more general demend for peace. The insurance men
have hit the old God of War an
awful rap, and humanity owes them
a debt of gratitude for doing so.

4111IIVIP

when we were
lifter the 'newness of the eisiwrictier the girls iti this way
to speak to
when
been
bashful
had
too
we
entirely
wore off, than
we had met at the country store or them In politic and too euwarilly to
the country church, for both of us ride our mules over and hitch them
had on store clothes then, while to the Noce on Sunday afternoon.
with the telephone we could talk
Sickness, death, birth, marriage,
just as we were. Before we knew It
interestall had their part In the
vitally
visiting,
punitive.
we found
wires.
ed in ill* whole side of the county news that flashed over the
all; it
it
behind
on
was
iii
ness
!aliened
Neighborli
sometimes
for we
corevriatione that went through two might have been a little provoking
our roes.
or three centrals, so Owl people ten when we had to repeat
our
Holtenof
benefit
conthe
were
for
sager
or twleve miles away
than
better
much
No
ever
was
It
ern
nected.
There was no use in having a the weekly paper, for the hare
eentraption like this without using news items th re hardly did the
It. It soon became the means of at- subject justice. Besides, we heard
ternom and evening entertainment. by telephone many things that no
Love affairs or near-love affairs newsppaer ever printed. And so,
grew up It beeline. easier to make after so ninny yenta of isolation, the
a date by telephone than by send- telephone bieught WI together, and
ing a boy on a mule with a formal vve learned to knew and respect an
note. Some of us learned to talk to ever-widening group.
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Hobson at Least Had a Chance

I

by IRVIN S. COM
with two Astro; and their hither and a youth
THIS story has to
a'courting.
came
who
Jim
named
A
woman of flue charm-New. eine of these young ladies, was r young
she was not beautiful
ter but ,he was not especially beautiful. In factto
may that she was as
lit all. Cruel minded persons hail gone o, far as
homely as a mud-fence. She was shy on the accomplishments, on the
to famous.
grace.i. on the winning ways for which Southern womanhood

no
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Lel
liii
The
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Ohl
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l'or
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las
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storing more nuts than usual and for the taxpyaers of the country to would hold a conference for the
other
that means a hard winter; the
half contends wild duck and geese
did not start south as early this
fall, and that means a mild, open
season. Some of them contend husks
on the nation's bumper corn crop
are thicker than they normally are,
which indicates plenty of snow and
ice ahead; others assert that moss is
almost absent from the north sides
of forest trees, and that mild winters invariably follow this condition.
And so they go, these amateur
prophets of joy and gloom about
evotily divided in their forecasts of
what kind of winter lies ahead. As
Jong as they are evenly divided
ti;ere is always the chance of course
that her of them are bound to be
right. But toe average citizen around Fulton isn't being fooled by
their predictions. He is putting his
house in order for whatever comes
If it is a mild season, he will be
thankful. If it is a severe one, he is
prepared to make the best of it. The
only thing ahead that he looks forward to with dread is the coming
of spring, when at least one-half of
these amateur weather prophets
will be chirping: "I told you so!"

take care of. If so, then the corn- limitation of dictators.
picker will turn out to be a burden oistead of a blessing.
If you live past babyhood there's
never very much danger in being
Most Fulton women seem to be killed by kindness.
content when they reach 40. By
that time they've either got a husMaybe more Fulton fathers would
band or quit worrying about it.
send their children to college if
Possibly the nations of the world they knew the kids wouldn't come
would get better results if they hi me and criticize their grammar. I
—•
4

4'
04
4
Kentucky rolldore
ey
WESTERN KENTUCKY
TEACHERS COLLEGE
sowum• Met at.

WHEN TELEPHONES WERE. NLW could hand up brackets and inso
tors and run errands; I could unreli
None of us have lived in tones
the wire and help with the stretchbefore the inverition of a wagon
ers. That made me a part of it,
these
how
guess
but many of us can
anyway, and I can still boast of
objects must have impressed the
having helped install this new inpeople who first knew them. The
vention.
telephone was invented some years,
MORE MACHINES
When the line was up, it was
before I was born, but it did not
days before our boxes came
some
use in rural secA news report out of Chicago is cmoe into general
makers. Meanwhile an old
the
from
a
was
I
until
to the effect that every corn-picking tions of Kentucky
As the funeral cortege
died.
citizen
put up the
machine that was on the market was good-sized boy. I helped
along by the singing .1
passing
was
We
od.
neighborho
sold this year and that the manu- first line in our
n-law of the dedaughter-i
a
wires,
called
facturers say they could have sold organized a local company
"There goes a'
remarked:
ceased
Telephone
Sunripple
ten times as many if they had pro- (really) the
got my box."
haven't
I
and
message
postmaster was
duced them. Of course, there was a Company; the local
came by and and by
boxes
the
But
comthe
of
most
and
bumper corn crop to be handled. the promoter
up new
to get a right and the party line opened
Then, too., there was a scarcity of pany. When we tried
of
us.
all
s
for
experience
some
met
we
line,
farm labor—let it be said to the of way for the
WIL OR MILD?
Our neighborhood very quick::
of the farshame of a country with such a vast difficulty, because some
At one time there were 44
contraption
widened.
the
afraid
The returns now seem to be in, army of unemployed. The new de- mers were
eur Ine. It was about all
on
man
boxes
One
crops.
their
injure
et.1.1
husks
ears,
and it looks like a tie. About half vice that gathers the
do tip keep up with .51
could
wire
one
the
allowed
and
in
gave
of the country's amateur weather them and then loads them onto a who
convi•notions, not througi.
many
cultivated
his
across
up
strung
he
to
solving
of
means
prophets are forecasting another , truck may be the
maintained that the any desire to be nosey, but from
long, hard winter like the nation the farm labor shortage in the fu- , fields stoutly
poorer under the sheer interest in what others wen
much
was
corn
however
citizens,
shivered through two years ago. ture. Many Fulton
He forgot to doing and thinking. The man who
elsewhere.
than
while the other half contends that probably will take a more pessimis- wire
there was lived on the other side of the farground
the
that
observe
if
wonder
will
time-tried and long-tested signs all tic view of it. They
I was thest hills that we knew sounded as
Since
out.
worn
and
poor
very
indicate it is going to be both short this newest labor-saving device
the near as the neighbor right by us.
climb
to
get
not
did
I
boy
a
just
create
hand,
other
and balmy.
will not, on the
I Ile and we were much more natural
but
wire,
the
attach
and
posts
One half says the squirrels are a still greater army of unemployed

for her to
She wa. getting well along in years, too. The prospects
was Mary.
round out her life its an old maid seemed first rate. Iler name plunip
and
The other molter was younger. She was rounded and
and a
hair
light on her feet and the had glorious eyes and wonderful which
the
peach-bloom complexion, and the most kissable mouth mem
eyes of man had ever lingered---and her name was Ann, and she was•
prime favorite among all the beaux of the county.
In his attention to the pair this young fellow, Jim, ;hawed no dieerimination. Sometimes he would take Mary to church or prayer-meeting or a neighborhood party. Sometimes he would take Ann. Sometimes he would take the whole family along ---for he meant business.
This sort of thing went on quite awhile. Then one night, the
young chap called and asked for a word in private with the old man.
I'Mr. Jones," he said, when they were alone, "I am in love with your
.daughter and she cares for me and we want to get married and I have
come to ask your conssnt to the match."
l'he father embraced him. "God bless you, my boy?" he exclaimed.
"I always did think there was the makings of a man in you. Of course
you can have my beloved child for you wife. Take Mary and be happy,"
"Hold on, Mr. Jones." said Jim, "It's not Mary I want—Ann
the one."
With his face aflame with indignation, the fond parent backed away
from him.
"Who-a-why, you infernal young scoundrel!" he sputtered "Do you
mean to tell me you ha'. e' the etTrontrry to come into my house and pick
and aboa a. between my girls?—get mat of this house before I tarevs
you out!"
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UST HUMANS

By "--JENE CARfh
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The Thrill That Comes

Once in the Neighborhood

"Yeah! When Did It Come, Gee, What a Flock

of Brother*

Y'have Now!"

—
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Do',
weighed 2,314 pounds who to
PAS 11141,1 MORI nos days old, according to County Ag
ant R. R. Rankin. An acre of rape
tire helped Homer Morgan, a In which the pigs ran for several
weeks saved at least 60 bushels
Math farmer make a profit
of corn, Mr Morgan thinks.
$1$0 on a litter of 11 pip which
The pigs 'revived crushed wheat
and tankage in a selfoofeeder, and
at tiinee corn, aborts and milk.
from
They were kept galnieg
birth to mei ket sae, met topped
the market by fifty cents is bun
It takes rs).,rr than "just a salve" to
dred pounds the 'lay they were
drew I hem out. It takes a easseatere
Irritant" like good old Muatende
sold.
a...thing, warming, penetrating
and helpful in drawing out the local
The Minneapolis Dredging Corn'
_pingestitin and pain when rubbed ou
patty, Minneapolis, Minn., was the
**he aching spots.
Muscular lumbaeo, tiorenem and
low bidder Friday for the contract
litiffnaws generally yield premptly.
to construct the approach to the
Better than the old lambhuied musbridge over the Ohio river connecttard pleader, Musterele has. been
used by millions for 30 years. Iteroming Wickliffe and Cairo Ill., accordmondati by many iterates and nurses.
ing to n dispatch front Frankfort.
All druggists'. In three strengths;
The low bid, the picas report said,
Regular Strength, eliildree's (mild),
and Natza Struoit.
wus $227,680 37.
Nowadays hospitals are places
where people who ate run down
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inumensts, too. Get Spry today.
471 It's whiter, smoother, purer. Mixes
WIVC as fast, fries without smoke, makes
1,21o.d arid fried foods doubly delicious.
I cord and approved by Good NomeC.c.
kccei ii looinote. Get the hug

ordetii. of Info I Turtling front
hi nnood Sal wonitinittissl. 2.
paring for reel feeble-el. 3. Are
',roe/lane "riu‘itibl age."
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SPECIAL BARGAIN BUNDLES
No. 1-17 yds. new, fresh, chain remtint." of domestic, scrim, gingham,
shirting, percale, etc., $1.98
No. 2--1 sheet 72x88, 1 pr. bedioorn
curtains full leneth. 7 yds dress pattern.
Splendid Quality Price $2 98, — The
Remnant Shop, Sox 637, Shreveport.
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Soto Sheen SCORES BIG HIT
in the Motion Picture Cooking School
... and the bride to the story is delighted
wb a she discovers that, with this remarkable flour, even a beginner can make cakes
an expert would be proud of!

*-111

Pillsbury's Sno Sheen Cake Flour,.. light
anti white as new-fallen snow... is made
from certain exceptional soft wheats
specially selected and specially milled for
use in delicate cakes.
Try it and see how wonderfulty light,
fluffy, and delicious your cakes will be.
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January Floods Reveal RED CROSS OBSERVES
Strength of Red Cross NURSING ANNIVERSARY
Aid Given 1,062,000 Persons
Through Set-Up
by Agency
The elastictty and scope of fled Crops
disaster work is shown In a recent re
Port on ked Cross relief measures during the unparalleled Ohio Mississippi
valley flood of this year.
At the height of the emergency Rid
Cross relief offices wore established In
182 inundated counties and In 1411 count lea where refugees were cared for, the
report stated. Eight regional headquarters emcee controlled the 323 coin.
ty °Mesa, and were In turn supervised
by the National Red Cross in Washingtoo, D. C.
A statistical summary of persons
aided by the organization indicates
that the floods constituted the greatest
peacietime emergency ever faced by
the nation. The Red Cross gave stone
form of assistance to 1,062,000 men, women and children. From January to
August hundreds a trained workers
helped by thousands of volunteers adminintered to the sufferers.
A Red Cross rescue fleet of 5400
boats was oreatilsed, according to the
report. Emergency hospitals established totaled 300 and 3600 nurses were
assigned to flood duty. In more than
1,000 refugee centers the victims of
the flood were sheltered, clothed and
fed. Through the Reel Cross medicalhealth program and dm work of public
health agencies airliners was kept to
normal for the time of year In all
inundated areas.
Because of its disaster experience
the Red Cross was directed by the
President of the United States, who is
also presieent of the Red Cross, to coordinate the effort of all federal flood
relief groups. Government and Red
Cross officials met daily at the Red
Cross headquarters building In Washington to plan relief measures and prevent duplication of effort.
"We were fortunate in having 56
years of disaster relief experience to
call upon in meeting the emergency,"
Admiral Gary T. Grayson, chairman of
the Red Cross, said.
It was found that 97,000 families
composed of 436,000 persons had to
have their resources supplemented or
an entirely new start provided by the
lied Cross, the report stated. Red Cross
emergency and rehabilitation assistance was as follows: rescue, transportation and shelter for 62,000 families; food, clothing and other maintenance for 193,000 families; building and
repair for 27,000 families; household
goods for 90.000 families; medical,
nursing and sanitation help for 16,000
families; agricultural rehabilitation for
10,000 families; other occupational aid
for 3,000 families and other types of
relief for 4,000 families,
"Credit for this largest peace-time
relief operation in the history of the
nation must gu to the American people
who contributed a Red Cross relief
fund of more than $25,000,000," Admiral
Grayson said.
During the year the Red Cross gave
aid to the victims of 105 other disasters In 35 states, Alaska and the
District of Columbia. The Red Cross
financed the majority of these relief
operations from money contributed
through memberships during the anlust Roll Call last November, since it is
only in case of large scale disasters
that a national drive for relief funds is
made.
This year the Roll Call is from November 11th to the 25th. The Red Cross
seeks a greater membership to meet
Its disaster relief and other service
obligations during 1938.
Last year Red Cross Chapters gave
vital help to 120,000 needy families.

Red Cross Replaces Farm
Family Losses

PILLSBURY'S SNO SHEEN
Cake Flour

114.cooking-school picture,'The Bride Wakes
Up", tells about the bride who found out
there's a real differtnce between ordinary
flavored gelatine desserts and Knox jell. Knox
Jell is extra rich in flavor—extra smooth in texture—extra good in quality. It is the only
flavored gelatine dessert made with genuine
Knox Sparkling Gelatine.

NTUCKY

The Red Cross gave agricultural
rehabilitation to 10,116 farm families following the severe eastern
floods of last winter. Types of aid
included feed, seed, livestock, farm
tools and machinery and other items
essential to agricultural productivity. More than $599,000 was expended by the organization to meet
these requirements.
In addition to occupational assistance, rural families hard hit by
the flood waters were rescued,
clothed, fed and sheltered by the
Red Cross. Where it was necessary
the Red Cross repaired and 'rebuilt out-buildings, barns and ogler
structures. Medical and nulling
care were provided and homes refurnished.
Red Cross agricultural rehabilitetion benefited nearly three tinies as
many families as received all other
types of Red Cross occupational rehabilitation combined.

1937 Marks 25th Year Ot Pub110
Health Nurionu In Rural
Areas
"Prior to Inauguration of the Red
Cruse Tuwu au4 ceuntry nursing ger,
vice in 1912, 110 'wholei effort was
made to bring nursing skill to the rural
etrebeel," James L ?Moser, vice chair
wan In charge uf domestic operations
for the American Red Cross, saki today
In commenting on the silver miniversari' of Red Cross public Neeith aura
Mg.
In a plea for an increased membership during the coming Red Cross annual Roll Call held from November 11
to the 25th, Mr. Fteser pointed out that
Red Cross rural nursing rounds out 25
years of continuous service this year.
"It is potential activities such as this
which the American people support
through membership." he said.
In me Lillian Wald, then head resident of the henry Street Hettiement
in New York City, proposed that the
American lied Cross pioneer in the. field
of rural nursing Public health nurses
were active In urban districts but no
similar provision had been made to
guard the health of the rural dweller.
Miss Wald felt that the Red Cross was
best qualified for the undertaking
through its long experience in converting humanitarian ideals into practical
accomplishment.
Two years later the first Red Cross
rural nurse Set forth upon her rounds
In a county in Massachusetts. Jacob
Schiff, member of the lied Cross Board
of incorporawts, and Mrs. Whitelaw
Reid each contributed funds to start
the project. Special courses of training
for nurses resulted in young women
who thoroughly knew the mechanics of
this new job.
By 1918 there were 100 rural nursing
services conducted by Red Cross chapters. and 18 months later the number
of services had skyrocketed to 2,000,
as the signing o the Armistice released
a flood of War nurses for peace-time
duty.
"Reorganization and consolidatioo
eventually cut the number of public
health nurses Serving under the Red
Cross flag," Mr. Fierier stated. "But as
a group their efficiency Increased."
Mr. Fieser caneu attention to a study
of Red Cross public health nursing aocomplishments since the service WAS
begun. "Statistice show that in all
nearly 3,000 services were established
by the Red Cross tie said. -During the
past 15 years reSee wattle health nurses
were assigned to chapters, and a total
of 18.000.000 sisal were made to or la
behalf of patients.
"Each year during the past II. more
than 440,000 rural school children nave
been found to have physical defects.
Each year 189.000 of these children
were helped through treatment."
At the presen time there are 666
Red Cross public health nurses engaged In health work in rural communities, and last year more than
1,000,000 visits were made on behalf of
the sick.
"It has been our purpose from the
first" Mr. Fieser emphasized, "to
demonstrate that rural nursing was
needed and could be organized In many
instances we have turned established
'community nursing services over to in.
'al health authorities. When this was
done, we turned our effort toward opening up additional virgin territory."
Other Red Cross services supported
ny Roll Call memberships are life say
Ma: first aid: disaster relief and the
work of organized Red Cross volunteers.
Many Red Cross chapters carry on
extensive civilian relief work. During
the past year 120,00e needy families re.
ceived this type of Red Cross help.
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Labor's advocacy of the Red Cross
program is attested by recent statements from William Green, president
of the American Federation of Labor
and John L. Lewis, president of the
United Mine Workers of America.
"Red Cross alms and purposes are
highly commendable and deeervtag of
the support of all classes of people:*
said Mr. Green.
"The activities arid service of the
American Red Cross satisfy a great
need of the people. and I strongly urge
that it receive the ungsallaed support
of all during Its annual Roll Call ter
gainabers." Mr. Lewis said.

Tue shower bath was invented by do is because their wives are someman whose wife was always times too tired to ask piestions.

bawling him out for leaving a ring
around the bath tub.
The only reasons some Fulton
husbands don't lie oftener than they
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We Render Compre-

hensive and Personal

SERVICE •

Modem Curs Need Modena
Batteries

Individual attention to every
specific detail is our way of
ronducting

a more complete

funeral service.

WINSTEAD-JONES
Co., Incorporated

PHONE 15
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I. H.READ
MOTOR COMPANY
Miura' St

Fulton, KY.

Don't be satisfied with ordinary
baby powders that are not antiseptic Without paying • cent
more you can get Mennen Antiseptic Powder-- which not only
does everything that other baby
powder% do, but also sets up an
antiseptic condition that fights
off germs and skin infections. It
stops chafing and rawness, too.
Buy it at your druggist's today.
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PILLSBURY'S BEST PLAYS A LEAD
in the Motion Picture Cooking School
... and "The Bride Wakes Up" to the fact that
for extra-good baking you need extra-good
!lour. And she learns that if you want perfect
baking results, every time, it's wise to use
Pillsbury's Best!
Follow the lead of countless experienced cooks
—use Pillsbury's Best regularly!

•
• PILLSBURY'S BEST,
—fite 6z-den-al iftenvz,

,

The best cure for most any pain
is the medicine you take just before the darned thing ceases of its
own accord.
Everything may not come to the
man who waits, but it does to the
man who hustles out and meets it
half way.
What has become of the oldfashioned Fulton man who used to
argue that giving the women the
right to N.(,t(‘ would purify politics?
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FULTON COUNT1' NEWS, FULTON, KENTUCKY

411.

BERERTON
The funeral services for Ed Gardner, who was killed, while working at the saw mill, was hied at Mt
Zion, Friday, at two °clock. Interment followed In the church
cemetery.
Mrs. J. T Bard, mother of Albert
Bard of this community passed
away Saturday morning at 4:10 at
tier home in Fulton. Funeral services were hold at her home, with
burial at Palestine She was a lovable and dependable mother, grand.
mother and friend. She will
be
greatly missed by all who knew
her. To know her, was to
love
her.
Mr. Senate Stokes passed
away

night at his home near ss in Crutchfield Sunday aftei
herrFuneral services were hold , noon.
from the Pleasant Hill church.!
Miss Adele Wry had as her Sat with burial at the Wesley cemetery „Rho
night guest, Miss (Amine
Mr. Stokes will be greatly mimed II
••ancoek
by all who knew him.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Kirby spent
Miss Frances Walker underwent
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
an operation for appendicitis in the
Ellis Sizzle and family and took
Fulton Hospital Saturday afterSunday dinner with Mr. and Mrs.
noon. She is reported doing niceTroy Duke and family.
ly
Mr. anti Mrs. Will Beat had as
Dale, infant daughter of MT and
their guest Sundayy, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs Ray Maris is reported on the
Jim Kimbell and little daughter,
rik!, list
Caroline, of Frankfort and Mr and
A large crowd at tended the
Mrs Robert Gardner
Hallowe'en party held at Beelerton
Mr and Mrs. Dick McAlister, and
high school Saturday night. A
Mr. and Mrs. Alto Hicks visited Mr
good time was reported by all.
Rio Sam and Alio Hicks are en- Harry Hancock, who is recovering
from a revent operation at his home.
gaged in seed threshing near
•rhey also visited Miss Frances
ton this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil limford visit- Walker at the Fulton Hospital SunThursday

MIMED NEWS
Mrs. SZ111101, MIN Walter Nich
Was and Mrs. Nicholas spent Wednesday with Mrs. Hanibal Seat.
Mrs James Noblin spent a few
days here last week visiting friends
and relatives.
Several from here attended the
Circus at Paducah last Wednesday.
Mr and Mrs Ira Saddler and
children spent a few days last week
with her parents. Mr and Mrs S
A Noles

I. C. NEWS

A census report says "the steel age family doctor pays $75 a yew
II W. Williams, train master and to the doctor." That's probably news
S It Mauldin, general foreman. to the doctor
Fulton, attended monthly staff
meeting Ui Superintendent Kern',
office, Paducah, Tuesday of thi..
F()1?—
week.
l'esoontiort Appeal
Louisville Courier Journal
W. H. Purcell. supervisor went
Unnisvine Times
to Jackson, Tenn . Tuesday on supSt. laid, rost-Dispateb
tit. Louis Globe netoiwerat
ervisory mutters
Chicago Herald-Examiner
J. W. Kern, superintendent, PaChicago American
ducah, was in Fulton Wednesday of
Chicago Tribune
this week on official business
Just l'hone 753

lieuuton Guilt spent Wednesday
F. R. Mays, superintendent of
JACK EDWAIMS
mght with Doretha Murphy
machinery, Chicago. passed thoaigh
The Literary Society of the the city Monday night enroute to
Crutchfield high school met Fri- Louisville
day, October 29 at the Crutchfield
Mr. W. R Hovious. claim agent,
high school auditorium There was
Memphis, Tenn was in Fulton
Mr. Larry Hanford had u his saeatved
ery interesting program prelast Friday, settling some claims
Saturday night guest, Mr. D. J.
for the cornpany
Murchison.
302 Walnut at., i alien Ks
Miss I•innie Page of Arlington,
L. L. Doty, ass.stant time inspect
Mrs. James Hicks spent Satur- Ky , was the week end guest
Eye, Ear, Nose, Throat
of
or, Chicago. visited friends in the
day with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Jessie Wade
SPEC!A 11
city the last part of the week, reW. C. Williams and family of FulDobson
Miss Veleta
spent Friday turning
ATTE
NTION
to his home in Chicago for
ton.
night with Helen Rice.
To the accurate fitting
the week end
Mrs. Susan Johnson visited Mrs.
A large crowd attended the musiLune Wry Saturday afternoon.
of eye glasses.
I. Berninger and wife spZ•nt last
Mr and Mrs. Lend McAlister and cal contest given at the Crutchfield Sunday in Champaign,
01,117111E IMITRR
Ill.,
with
relson have moved into the basement high school Frulya night.
9 to 13 A. PZ
1 to II P. M.
atives. Their son Ernest, who is
Mrs. Etta Watts' spent Saturday employed in
of their new home.
PRUN
LaSalle.
286
E
was with
Mr. Cecil Rinford has accepted night with Mr and Mrs Dee Wade. them while in Champaign.
Mr. Garth and Lejune Holly spent - a position at the Latta stock yards
in Fulton. His work began Mon- Saturday night with their parents.
Those who went to the Missionday.
Mr James Hicks is employed with ary Society at Cayce Wednesday,
the Cudahy Packing Co., at Ful- October 27 were: Mrs. Thelma
ton.
Your patronage will be Freeman, Mrs. Elliott, of Fulton,
Mrs. Elliott, Mrs
Percy Veatch,
greatly appreciated
Mr. Gene Bynum filled his regu- Mrs. Andy Howell. Mrs. Lois
Stop in at our place and get a good bowl of
lar position at the U-Tot-Em grocery Kirby. Mrs Elizabeht Elliott, Mrs.
Ullic Bruce. Mrs. Jess Cashion and
Saturday
CHILI or SOUP—SANDWICHES
Mr. and Mrs Vodie Hardin of Virginia Nene):
A kitchen shower was given Mrs.
Fulton visited his mother, Mrs.
COLD or HOT DRINKS—BEER
Dolan Myatt Thursday, October 28.
Molly Hardin Sunday afternoon.
11Seftll
Mr and Mrs Jessie Bushart and Mr-.. !Myatt re', ,
ti •
Tht,tAt
V!,
," were.
hddren spent Sunday with Mr. and
Mrs.
Irvin Jeffers. Mr
!by waggon'us Witham remea t l
;Silo I hill,)‘‘av, I'roprictor.
.t,
rod
rd. Mt
and Mrs. Jim McAlister anti er. VI
'.7•
I
C.1
to
..e
'. tit tly had as their Sutal.e.•
guest,-.
d
Mrs. Tom Dotighlan.
Ar. and Mrs John Binkley.
.1•.41
The Beelurton school will sponsor
Itoorla, Me. ('lira 11”%koll 1111111111.111111111Mairwers •
first P. T A. meeting of this
•All Wednesday nicht The Texa-, .'.11s Charlie Patrick and Mr
'owboys will sponsor the enter- Charlie Finch.
Mrs. Eugene Douglas spent MITT1
!dinment for the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Cooke and day with Mrs. Lint-'-In Haines olio
leughter Dorothy Lee, spent Sun- 1.: spending the week with her
ay with Mr. and Mrs. Bee Tucker mother. Mrs George Elliott
The il I day services which were
:Ind family in Water Valley
There will be a home coming at held at the Baptist church SundaN
Mt. Zion the third Sunday in this was well attended and enjoyed by
month. There will be preaching all.
Mr. Avery Clark left for his lion,
n the morning and in the alter- ton
Dinner will be spread at ut Detroit. Mich.. the morning after
:lie noon hour. Two Chinese girls v-siting his mother. Mrs. Leoti a
(lay,.
;ire expected to be present. EveryAtteherry spent the week
,- oine.
1.1:Ike this a
nd with Clara Lee Clark.
time.
11.1111111.1.11r11.4-%X.M1111.1111.111.1111.113010-74111
11111111111MENIErata
'Fla. school has purchased a large
Several fe-n '1 •
:runity are
,ttending the revival being held tleta-nary ard several new books
---MMIIILPS112dZIEJLT,.ssasesits;.Se- ?sszommor
.t the Cumberland Presbyterian for the library.
Doretha Murphy spent Saturd..
,•:iurell in Fulton.
night with Clara Lee Clark.
MIN
Jessie Hicks.
Mrs. Lutie
Mrs. Ruthie Moore and f. -•
Wry an Mrs. Sarah Hicks visited
have
moved to their new
7'ds Dick McAlister and Mrs. Tom
ohich was vacated by Mr. and Mr
'.7cAkster Thursday afternoon
The November election day was Porter Childers.
JUST PHONE 702—WE DELIVER
Rev. .1 T. Walker of the M. I'
;.eld at Beelerton high school TuesChurch
preached
his
farewell
se•
day. Here's hoping every one got
Best Kentucky Coal. Kindling and
mon to the people of this con
tl, vote.
triunity
Sunday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Lyn ward Pharis anPlumbing Supplies.
Mr. and Mrs. K. H. Moore spet •
nounce the marriage of their
daughter. Maloy, to Mr. Wilford Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Clare!
Jennie of Detroit. The ceremony Craddock.
Miss Mary Lou Stinnett spent
was performed Wednesday night in
the presence of a few intimate Thursday night with Gladys Childriends. The young couple left Sat- ers of Fulton.
.rday morning for Detroit to make
Signatures of the Nine-Power
• :r home.
pact
may hold a parley in Brussels
ss Faye Conley, who is now
in a few weeks
mployed in Clinton spent Mon.:iv rlie
and Tee, day with hersawamsionosnr.
: :trent* Mr and MN
Bud Con
thy
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For Every

Need

WE are prepared to write a policy to cover any
and all of your insurance needs. We represent only the best and long established companies. No obligation on your part when you
ask for our representative to call.

MINS INSURANCE AGENCY
LAKE 22

PHONE

5

Fl..7 LTON, KY.

aria,PfP._i

i
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NEED MONEY!
If you are in need or money, we are
g
— Atirt-timeTillis. We invite you to consulmakin
t us, as
we can help you solve your financial problems.
LOANS .11.1DE TO RELIABLE PERSONS
QUICK SERVICE

JONES LOAN 6,INVESTMENT CO.

Avoid disease! Send your Laundry and Dry
Cleaning to Us, where it will be
COMPLETELY STERILIZED

PARISIAN LAUNDRY-CLEANERS
D. R. FRASER, Mgr.

—FOR—

Electrical .1ppliances and Contracting see

• CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
"We can take care of your electrical troubles"
Electrical Appliances. Repair Service and Contracting.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. We have had 14 years
experience in electric maintenance and
service work. Call 774.

• CITY ELECTRIC SHOP
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Coal - Fertilizer
Kindling

Authorized Iron Fireman Dealer

CITY COAL CO.

•

V

FUI.:TON, KENTUCKY

ORDER COAL

5*,

P.1. JONES & SON COAL YARD

Aceuralt
WORKM A A'S11IP
At Lou. OW

.
Ina Hicks, Mrs. Mildred Bin ford.
Etinwe Hicks and MI,.
Rubye White attends it
fi - it!:-11.,,.! the -Loide
in Folio'. Tuesday.
Mrs Reed McAlister visited 1.
oyes in Water Valley Tuesday
t-rroon.

—EAT AT—

LOWE'S CAFE
Lake St., Fulton, Ky.

DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE

e

Yes, Pursang contains elcresnts ot
De wen value,such ant rganic C,,pper
and Iron, which quickly aid nature in
building rich, red corpuscles. W het:
this happons, the appetite inii,ns-e;
Nervousness diaappears. Ensrgy and
strength usually return. You ft-ti
a now pesaois. Gs< Puraang from ./sit;
k6A11
druggist

Watches, Clocks & Time Pieces
of All Kinds Accurately Reraired at Low Cost by—

.1 A'DREH'S

JEWELRY COMPANY

4

Treasury "hot money" study
shows a net inflow of $944,398.000
of foreign capital in six months,
almost double that of year before.

666

checks
COL OS
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and

LOOK 20 YEARS
YOUNGER

FEVER!

Liquid Tablets.
first day
Salve, Nose Drops Headache, SO min.
nob Mv Tism"
iterbe.. Ite-d liniment

FULTON, KY.
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HOTEL CAFE
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Sold on a Positire
Guarantee

Phone 7

HORNBEAK
FUNERAL HOME
PAUL HORNREAK,
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JAMES B. CASEY'S
HAIR RESTORER
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Oysters are in Season
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IM A NEW WOMAN
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JOHN BRANNOCK,Prop.
WALNITT STREET
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Going to Town!
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AS CLOSE AS
YOUR PHONE

4

DEFINITE RELIEF OR
MONEY RACK

Restores hair to its natural
color, and will positively cure
dandruff and eczema
Come and get a trial bottle
today for 60c on our moneyback guarantee
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JAMES B. CASEY
BARRER SHOP

WKS. J. C. YATES,
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BENNETT'S DRUG STORE
Fulton. Ky.
WEARS DRUG STORE
Water Valley, Ky.
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